wine MENU

april 2021
RED AXE

red berry sangria

ebc mimosa

Our signature sangria is lightly sweet

Enjoy a bubbly glass of brut champagne and

& carbonated, and made with red wine,

glass $7

Red wine & our house made root beer

add your favorite refreshing juice of choice.

it makes the perfect sipper!

Orange, Pineapple, or Cranberry!

glass $7

glass $5 | 4 Glasses for $15

white axe

glass $7

Prosecco & pineapple cream soda

black axe

glass $7

Prosecco & black cherry soda

whites

sweet & sparkling

bogle chardonnay

roscato {sweet red or rose dolce}

Generous aromas of fruit and toasty oak

Lusciously sweet with a primary red fruit

entice the senses. Green apples and juicy

flavors

pears give way to hints of lemon merinque.

finish.

glass $6 | bottle $17

glass $6 | bottle $17

yet

refreshing

with

a

lingering

proverb pinot grigio

Dr. Loosen Riesling

Fresh citrus aromas and shines with notes

A lovely wine with tasty aromas and flavors of

of

tropical citrus fruits. Ideal welcome wine for

luminous

pear

and

apple.

Deliver

a

bright and balanced taste.

every gathering, and great for every meal.

glass $6 | bottle $17

glass $6 | bottle $17

cupcake moscato

reds

Sweet and slightly bubbly wine, perfect with
spicy foods or desserts.

josh cabernet sauvignon
Round

and

juicy.

Flavors

of

blackberry,

glass $6 | bottle $17

Lamarca prosecco

toasted hazelnut and cinnamon.
Hints of vanilla and toasted oak.

Fresh sparkling wine with hints of apple, white

glass $7 | bottle $20

peach

and

honeysuckle.

The

soft,

harmonious

fruity notes highlighted by pleasant acidity make

sterling MERLOT

this wine ideal for any occasion.

Luscious flavors of blackberries, cherries, cocoa, cedar,
and vanilla lead to a full, smooth-textured finish.

glass $6 | bottle $17

glass $7 | bottle $20

19 CRIMES PINOT NOIR
Medium-bodied
cherry

and

with

strawberry

soft,
fruit

round
with

tannins,

sweetness

which complements the vanilla and spice oak
undertones.

glass $7 | bottle $20

APOTHIC RED BLEND
This decadent blend is framed by hints of
black cherry, vanilla, and mocha.

glass $7| bottle $20

$16 wine flight

your choice of 4 tasters

$14 wine & beer flight

your choice of 2 beer & 2 wine tasters

